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FACULTY POILED ON P ASS-F AIIJ 
Afros Offer Tempfaf ions 
The Association of Afro-American Students will sponsor the fabulous 
Temptations in a concert at the Xavier Fieldhouse on Friday, May 23. 
Due to the tremendous popularity of the" Temps", there will be two 
big shows, one scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and a second show beginning 
at 10:00 p.m. 
Tickets are scheduled to go on sale Wednesday, May 9. Prices are 
85.50, 84.50, and $3.50, and {111 se~ts-are reserved·. 
A~lpti·a -~h'f"Pledge ·· · ··----·--·- ··-· 
Program Underway 
Alphi Chi, Xavier's Chapter of 
Pi Sigma Epsilon, the National 
Professi~nal Fraternity of Sales, 
Marketing, and Sales Manage-
ment, kicked off its Spring Pledge 
Program at its General Meeting 
Wednesday night. The newpledges 
were treated to a movie, "Second 
Effort" with Vince Lombardi, and 
then were introduced to the active 
members at the regular meeting of 
the Fraternity. 
Some twenty-five pledges are ex-
pected to take part in the pledge 
program, which will last several 
weeks and culminate in the Pledge 
Initiation Ceremony sometime i'n 
mid-May. During the pledge train-
ing period, the prospective brothers 
of Alpha Chi wlll be instructed in 
the principles of the Fraternity, its 
organization plan, and "the many 
programs sponsored by the Fra-
ternity such as the Internship Pro-
gram, the various Sales Projects 
of the Fraternity, and the many 
opportunities made available to 
brothers through the Society of 
Marketing Executives Club of 
Cincinnati. 
As a special project this Spring, 
the Pledge Class of Alpha Chi will 
sponsor and stage a "Mini-skirt 
Mixer" to be held in the Armory 
on Friday, ·May 9th. The music 
for the mixer will be by the 
"Banned" and college refreshments 
wlll be served. 
Any Freshman, Sophomore, or 
Junior in the College of Business 
Administration who would like to 
have more information about mem-
bership in Alpha Chi ls urged to 
contact either Gary WeelerlnKuhl-
man 38, or Joe Persinger in Kuhl-
man 101, or Mr. Janovic in the 
Marketing Department. 
Derby Regula•ions: 
Keep I• Cool 
(Ed. note. 111e following regu- 2) 
lations were sent by De1uy author-
ities to colleges and institutions 
in the surrounding area. 11ie rules, 
as follows; are in 110 way to be 3 ) 
construed as emanating directly 
from the Dean of Men's 0/{ice. 
We print them he1·e foi· your con-
No drinking of any type of 
alcohol in the Infield at 
Churchlll Downs, even though 
this was permitted last year; 
No loitering In the downtown 
area; pedestrians must keep 
moving' particularly on 4th 
Street; 
venience.) 
4) Louisville police say they will 
automatically arrest any and 
all violators of the above; 
DERB~ REGULATIONS: 5 ) 
1) No drinking of any type of -
alcohol on the streets, in the 
parks, or in any public place; 
Louisville police plan to be 
rather extraordinarily sensitive 
to crowds due to the presem.-e 
at the Derby of President Nixon. 
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief 
The proposal for a limited pass-fail system, initially 
made last·semester by Fr. John N. Felten, S.J., De-an 
of Arts and Sciences, is now being turned over to the 
faculty for consideration. With the proposal is a 
questionnaire. The move was suggested by Professor 
Robert J. Murray. 
The move follows the "cautious 
approval" given the proposal by 
the Faculty Committee. Such ap-
proval would normally be enough 
for Academic Council to begin 
deliberation. 
"However," reads Murray's let-
ter to the faculty, "since two mem-
bers of the Faculty Committee were 
absent when the matter was dis-
cussed on February 11, and since ., 
'f:'~{r::i~ 
I (as Faculty Committee secretary) 
stated at the Council meeting that I 
do not know whether the Faculty 
Committee opinion represents the 
view of a majority of the faculty, 
the Academic Council has decided 
that a poll of the faculty would be 
most helpful. 
The proposal being sent to the 
faculty reads as follows: 
"That juniors al"\d seniors be 
'! I i·l i -!It.-".· 
I I !Li 
1 11 It r ': 
'! .,,~1·· \ .:\ 
Assistant Dean John Henderson welcomed black high school students 
brought to campus in the Afro-American Society's recruitment program, 
(See SIOIJ', page 8.) 
permitted to take one course (not 
in their major field) each semester 
on a P-F basis; that only their ad-
visers, the computer, and perhaps 
the dean would know; that the in-
dividual professor would not be 
informed that a particular student 
is taking his course on a P-Fbasis; 
. that the professor would submit the 
usual grade and the computer 
would then translate an A, B, C, 
or D to a P; and that P grades 
would not be included incomputing 
·quality point averages." 
They were asked whether they 
agreed or disagreed with or were 
indifferent to the following state-
ments: 
• 1 favor a P-F grading system 
as outlined in the proposal, i.e., 
one non-major course per 
semester. 
• I favor a P- F system for free 
electives only. 
• I favor a P-F system for core 
courses only. 
• I favor a P-F system for all 
courses. 
• All students should be permitted 
to take courses on a P-F basis. 
(i.e., not only juniors and 
seniors.) 
The only major change in the 
proposal as originally. ·made -by 
Fr. Felten is in keeping hidden 
from the teacher which students 
would be taking his course on a 
pass-fail basis. He would then give Commu•er Couneil 
Nomina•ions Open • the student a grade of A, B, C, D, or F, but the computer would 
record only a P or F. 
Student Council has ratified the 
Commuter Council's constitution. 
This Council will parallel Donn 
Council with definite hopes of a 
vote in Student Council. The con-
stitution calls for a nine member 
council, two of which must be 
freshmen, with the remaining 
seven elected at large from the 
commuter student body.. These 
nine council members choose 
a chairman from their own num-
ber who will hold the tentative 
voting seat on Student Council. 
Nominations are now open for 
the seven council seats. Names 
should be turned in to Student 
Council Office no later than Fri-
day, May 9. These nominations 
will be presented to the commuter 
student body at the beginning of 
the week of May 12. Ballots will 
be turned in at a booth across 
from the Grill Thursday, May 15, 
and Friday, May 16. For further 
Information contact 
Those critical of the proposal 
see it as involving a lowering of 
standards and as not aimed to help 
the right people. "I can't agree," 
said Fr. Felten, "I think it will 
help students across the board, 
good students, poor students, and 
indifferent. " 
Another charge is that the pass-
fail system would create inequities 
whereby the student who knows 
barely enough to get a D would 
receive the same grade as the A-
t B l k student. Fr. Felten feels, however, 0 . a c s that the proposal is strong enough Scholarship Open 
to pass over this and other diffi-
for sophomores, juniors, and culties and that the charge is Xavier University, following a 
national trend among colleges and 
unlverliltles, has .established a 
!\Cholarshlp fund to assist black 
students in attaining their college 
degrees. · 
- Fr. Besse, S.J., Chairman of 
the Scholarship Committee, has 
announced that $10,000 has been 
set aside to aid black students in 
meeting tuition expenses. The 
money ls being allocated from the 
seniors as well as freshmen. irrelevant. 
Interested black students should 
make an appointment with Mr. 
Helmkamp at the Placement Office. 
You will be given a Parents Con-
fidential Statement (PCS) to be 
completed. Based on this informa-
tion the Scholarship Committee 
will evaluate and award the 
perpective scholarships. 
The returns on the poll are ex-
pected May 1, after which Aca-
demic Council can presumably 
begin deliberation and voting on 
the proposal. If passed, it will go 
to the Board of Trustees for official 
approval. 
Walsh Scholarship Fund which. Allaire~ Meister 
was established two years ago. _ 
The Fund consists of a one mil-
lion dollar endowment which com- Le av in., X a vier 
pounds $40,000 in interest an- ~ 
nually. The majority of the 
interest ($30,000) is set aside 
for regular student scholarships; 
the remairling $10,000 will be 
awarded to black students. 
Fr. Besse stated that the desig-
nation of black student scholar-
ships will have to be postponed 
until "we get a greater number 
of applicants." As of April 28, 
there have been only four appli-
cations filed. Fr. Besse pointed out 
that the scholarships are available 
It was iearned early this week 
that Dr. Richard Meister of the 
History Department and Mr. 
James T. Allaire, Instructor in Phi-
losophy, will not be returning next 
fall. 
Dr. Meister, a faculty member 
for five years, has accepted a posi-
_tion as Associate Professor of His-
tory at the University of Michigan 
at Flint for next September. Mr. 
Allaire will work towards a Ph.D. 
in Philosophy at the Uri'iversity of 
Notre Dame. 
Mr. Allaire, who has tuaght 
two years at Xavier, explained 
that his decision to leave was "not 
only a question of going back to 
school to finish my professional 
training. I want to work toward 
a greater competence as a philoso-
pher. Studying outside of a class-
preparation coniext would give me 
a greater opportunity to do this." 
(See :;/ory. page :J. J 
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Pass-Fail Critics 
Miss the Point 
Fr. Felten' s dismissal of the c,riticism of the pass-
fail proposal as creating inequities within the grading 
system is justified, for this ignores the main point of 
the. proposal. To suggest that an A-quality student 
would be hurt by lumping him with the C- and D-
level students is to continue to consider the grades as 
the goal of education. It is to make the grade some 
sort of absolute, the sole measure of the student 
The problems with this attitude have been mention-
ed before,- and bear repeating. The grade, though it 
can often serve as an aid to learning, tends to divert 
the sttident' s attention from the matter to the test, 
and whereas a ca,se can be made in favor of grades, 
there is rio excuse for the current emphasis on them. 
It is to this point that critics of Fr. Felten's pro-
posal should address themselves, for its aim is to 
move the grade into the background where it belongs. 
-MJH 
Letters t.o the Editor 
Are.Motives 
Dear Editor, 
Lately, it hasbecomeacornmo.n 
practice of news reporting to list 
daily the different college campuses 
where incidents of disorder are tak-
ing place. This is how common-
place the various campus struggles 
have become. As I read of the dif-
ferent incidents of recent days, the 
biggest question which seems to 
haunt my mind is the validity in 
the motives of the individuals in-
volved. It is very difficult and per-
haps unwise, to attempt to surmise 
what really motivates the thous-
ands of protesting students par-
taking in campus movements. I 
cannot help but question the mo-
tives of many of the participants. 
The notion keeps presenting it-
self that perhaps many, ifnotmost, 
of the participants are involved 
only for the sake of protesting, and 
that it would not matter lfthe ques-
tion were whether to retain ROTC 
on campus or whether to retain 
any teachers on campus - you 
would still have an ample number 
of " students" to carry the anti-
a nything signs. I qualify the term 
"students", because the wo'rd seems 
terribly ·iacldng in its meaning 
when the individuals don't spend 
any time in the classroom. This Is 
not to say that you cannot learn 
anything outside the classroom, but 
many of these individuals could 
probably "do their thing" with 
much greater satisfaction by join-
ing a UAW picket line in Detroit. 
Please do not misunderstand the 
purpose of this letter. I am not 
Valid P 
co ndem ni ng the student who is dedi-
cated and sincere in his reasons 
for protest. But, the "psuedo-
protester" would appear to be more• 
endangering to the college campus 
than an entire armory housing 
ROTC howitzers. These individuals 
do exist. The person who came to 
college only to avoid the draft, now 
finds it much more appealing to 
"soak up the rays" while a strike 
is in process than to sit in a stuffy 
classroom during a lecture. There 
also is the individual who rejects 
ROTC on the grounds that it con-
tributes to the Vietnam. War but 
will be the first to join the National· 
Guard or Army Reserves in order 
to avoid thedraftupongraduation. 
Then there is the •conscientious 
objector" who doesn't believe in 
any type of fighting, but will battle 
his way Into a campus building 
and then physlcially eject adminis-
tration members as he aids in the 
seizure of that same building. Fin-
ally, the person who Is just" up" 
for a good fight and finds enjoy-
ment in doing combat with the 
conservative force of the student 
body. These are the "psuedo-pro-
testers" who worry me. 
As for the sincere protestor on 
campus, I feel he will always be 
present and will serve a purpose 
in promoting a progressive uni-
versity concerned with exchange 
of thought. But, one cannot con-
done the violence and disruption 
ioo often preached. The protester 
has no more right to forcefully 
occupy a building on a college 
campus than does a thief convicted 
of breaking and entering. Above 
all, he has no· right to disrupt the i 
education of the non-dissenters on· 
the campus. Should the individual 
choose to use militant means, then 
I believe he should also be willing 
to accept any punishment which 
results from his actions. So many 
of those who were threatened with 
expulsion at _Harvard, chose to 
call the administration's blUrf and 
are now crying "injustice" as they 
stand on the other side of those 
ivy-covered walls. 
Again, the right of the protester 
cannot be denied. But many of the 
protesting students - at Harvard 
for example - are beginning to 
see that the cause which they felt 
required violence to achieve, may 
be accomplished at one meeting 
through quite peaceful channels. 
ROTC may become merely an 
extracurricular activity at Harvard 
due to the suggestions from renown 
professor Jerome S. Bruner and 
other faculty members. I must won-
der if the protesting students earn-
estly ex h au st e d these peaceful 
channels before . deciding their 
course of action. 
I have been labeled as a con-
servative. And yet, I joined in the 
Memorial Mass boycott and I also 
believe that ROTC has no place in 
a college curriculum. It is only that 
I feel too many college protests 
which Involve violence are the re-
sult of rash judgment and at times, 
'Insincerity on the part of many of 
the individuals involved. I realize 
that many people will disagree with 
these viewpoints. However, even if 
these people have only considered 
my ideas then I will have achieved 
my purpose. There maybeanother 
way - even for the sincere. 
Lawrence Hannigan 
Class of'69 
.To Concerned Students of this society will upsetthe balance 
of power which now exists in 
America. 





It has recently come to my at-
tention that there is no official ser-
vice on campus for draft counsel-
ing. I find this to be a severe 
short-coming in an institution of 
higher education which professes 
itself as Catholic. I emphasize a 
Catholic responsibility in this area 
because Second Vatican Council 
gave explicit sanction to conscien-
tious objection ( Gaudium et Spes, 
n. 79) and the American Catholic 
Hierarchy as late as last Novem-
ber called for an end to the draft, 
and defended "those young people 
who are clearly willing to suffer 
social ostracism and even prison 
terms because of their opposition 
to a particular war." ( Human Life 
in Our Day, p. 42-43). 
It is, moreover, at a Catholic 
institution of higher education that 
·one should expect a great deal of 
personal moral questioning on the 
many problematic factors present 
in the Vietnam War. While our 
Christian tradlUon does have Its 
Joans of Arc, we nevertheless have 
an equally long list of saints and 
theologians who opposed all war 
(Justin, Athenagor,as, Tertulllan, 
Cyprian, Clement of Alexandria, 
Basil the Great, Francis of Assissi, · 
et .~l~) ,ai;i4. e")o'.en ~?~e .'r~?. ?n 
1 'j I f i I I 1 I I ~ I ' f • 
moral grounds were army deserters 
( Martin or Tours and John Vian-
ney, the Cure of Ars) . 
Mindful of this Christian tradi-
tion, and until a draft counseling 
service is omcially established, I 
shall be willing to give of my time 
to any student who seeks infor-
mation on the following: 
1) Deferments and exemptions 
2) Obtaining. the classification 
of a Conscientious Objector: 
either to all military service 
( 1-0) or to that which re-
quires the bearing of arms 
( I-A-0) 
3) Emigration to Canada 
4) Prison terms for refusing in-
duction ·or for non-cooper-
ation. 
Let me add that I am by no 
means an expert ln these matters 
but do have some knowledge of 
the draft laws, some reading ma-
terial for loan, and contact with 
the Cinciruiati' Draft Counseling 
Service and the Midwest Committee 
for Draft Counseling ( Chicago). 
Any student seeking -counsel 
may arrange for an appointment 
by contacting me in the theology 
office of Hinkle Ha,ll ( telephone 
extentlon 410). 
Kenneth D. Eberhard 
Ass't .. Prof. of Theology 
l ••• _., 
,'1 I ·1 t I .11 •. t'l t I\ 
By KEN BLACKWELL, President, Afro-American Society 
This is another in the News 
6t:ries of articles hope{ ully of in-
tenfst to the uniuersi ty community 
Any student, ·faculty.· member, CH 
admi11i5trotor is wclc(>me lo shc:n 
his uit•-·"' in simibr artir.ies or in. 
letters to the editor. The uif'ws tJX-
.pressed, lioweuer, are 11ot nec~s­
sarily those of the News staff. Ed. 
College students of the United 
States have been deceived into 
thinking that the social evils suf-
fered by Black people in America 
have .been truly analyzed, so they 
don't try to analyze theseproblems 
for themselves. 
If they would take time to re-
search and analyze these problems 
for themselves 'they would find the 
direct or indirect cause of most of 
them stems from the racist attitude 
of this country. They would also 
realize that they will never bring 
about a solution to racism as long 
as they wait for the government 
to do it. 
Although some students ( mostly 
black) are coming around to the 
fact that this is true, most American 
students are not known for ·their 
revolutionary political Ideas or 
their will to change unjust condi-
tions in America. 
.Most white students try to see 
the· world through rose-colored 
glasses. They reduce the level of 
moral aspirations so they can pro-
ceed with this type of society with-
out suffering guilt. They find it 
difficult to take action to make the 
reality of this society conform to its 
idealized picture. They know to act 
in order to remedy the deficiencies 
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Since ·everyone sees the world 
through glasses of his own interest, 
it is not hard to see why these 
students choose to follow in their 
father and fore-fathers' footsteps. 
Because if there is a change in the 
balance of power they have some-
thing (very little) material to lose. 
Perhaps the moral pollution of this 
country would begin to clear and 
the gain would greatly outweigh 
the loss. In morally polluted 
America the truth is that most of 
its inhabitants are driven by fear. 
Even the so-called liberal stu-
dent, who is caught in a bag by his 
historical choice of seeing "both 
sides" of the issues Is a - . He 
claims to understand the justice in 
the cries of Blacks, but he is con-
ci!rned with the breakdown that 
will follow disruption of individual 
and institutionalized racist prac-
tices; he feels that Black people 
(and' all other oppressed people) 
should move at his pace because 
of the deep-seated resistance to 
quick change. He is asking all 
appeased people to let the noose 
of opprel;sion and exploitation 
tighten around their neck, while I 
at ten miles an hour come to cut 
you down (please don't die). 
American Universities are de-
signed to reinforce the system of 
this countiy, a system founded 
upon oppression and exploitation. 
This Is the very reason a revolu-
tionary philosophy should betaken 
up by concerned students. This la 
necessary to stimulate the-indepe-
dent thinking essential to initiate 
meaningful changes. The inade-
quacies of the present system are 
becoming more apparent dally. It 
is strange that man seeks relief 
from oppression through revolu-
tion then later condemns a people 
whom he has enslaved for seeking 
relief. To my Black brothers and 
all other concerned students I say 
we must.move now .. 
J I I I •. I I " I • , I , . \ , : , '- I : t ' . '- ~ • 
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A Topic for A~other Paper? 
.A Reply to Makowski 
I have no flashy title to catch canons may have been considered 
your eyes with and force you to inadequate by a few, but they 
read this article. It is a simple have largely been accepted_ by the 
refutation, - a "topic for another greater majority of the faithful. 
paper", I believe Mr. JVlakowski Though the underground may not 
put it. Today men are voicing use them for their worsh-ip, I do 
By Alichael J. l\remm, '70 
for that matter. Any prayer in 
communal worship is above our 
own individual effort because it 
includes not only our own effort 
but that of all those gathered with 
us. 
their opinion more and more in not feel that they would call them In light of the above, 1 find it 
view of·the spirit of renewal called "completely insipid and inade- hard to see where the recitation of 
forth by Vatican IL Unfortu- quate canons" for the rest of the the canon to build a greater sense 
natdy, we tend to over-emphasize faithful. Likewise, is there not of unity, is liturgically unsound. 
ou own opinis in our search room within the scope of the Likewise, does it detract from the 
fo:· truth and meaning for our Church for such as the under- "distinctly sacriflcial character of 
Church in a secular age. 'There is· ground? 'l'hey have something the priesthood" when Vatican II 
a danger that we will lose the of value to offer, though I would has stressed that each Christian 
proper balance between the cate- not agree entirely with their pro- shares In the "priesthood of all 
gorical and ·the transcendent, posals or their methods. Unless believers" and specifically calls 
between mystery and reason. This we moderates have a monopoly each one of us to offer along with 
danger Mr. Makowski has made on truth, might not this be the the priest and Christ the Eterna,l 
us ·aware of in his article in the leaven or at least a part of it, Victim to the Father? 
April 25 issue of this paper titled, that• will allow the Church to arise l fear that those who have read 
"Humanism in the Underground." above times? this article may be growing a bit 
I am sure that his article was In like manner, I would take weary, but 'I ask that you get 
well-intentioned and indeed it has issue with the statement that the another cup of coffee, light another 
merit in its. awakening us to the liturgical worship should be "an cigarette, and finish. 
danger that lies in seeking -only opportun~ty for individual prayer Another misunderstanding, I 
the categorical, concrete facet in and meditation." If my interpre- . h ni 
tatlon of this statement is correct, feel, is the allusion to uma sm 
our relationship to the transcend- as a "substitute" for Christianity. 
ent Mystery that ls God. Likewise, I feel that someone has misinter- Christianity is a religion made up 
I am sure that he has sought, preted the meaning of the word of real human beings in a search 
as have we all, for a -true guide liturgy which is "the external wor- constantly for a better relationship 
in this world that seems so vague. ship of the people of God." 'l'lze with their God. Is it so bad to in-
However, I feel he has fallen vie- external worship of the people, not elude humanism in our search? 
tim to that which he has intended ·an opportunity for individual Are we so fearful of humanism 
to prevent for us. In warning us prayer and meditation." that at the mere sound of the word 
of the danger of over-stressing the When the people of God meet, , we balk and stand vigilantly on 
concrete, he has himself over- it is for the purpose of a united, guard, waiting for the attack. Our 
stressed, in his search, the tran- communal worship to God. There relation to the Unknown must be 
scendent dimension. are many times during the day, seen in the light of the known. This 
I partially agree in his criticism I am sure, when one can find time ls brought out again and again 
of the extremists, but I feel he has for private prayer and meditation. in the Scriptures, especially in the 
in his enthusiasm, grossly exag- It seems a form of pride to consid- famous quote of St. Paul: "How 
gerated his attack on them and er one's own p~yer as above that can you love God whom you do 
on liturgical activity in the Church which has been claimed as the not see when you do not love your 
today. greatest form of prayer, namely fellowman whom you do~·" No 
the Mass or any form of worship For instance, the four new 
GeorgeECh" ~n the Margi11 
one is saying that humanism is 
equal to Christianity. As I have 
pointed out, Christianity is the bal-
ancing of the concrete with the 
transcendent, a balance we must 
strive for. I feel Christianity 
encompasses true humanism in 
that Christ was the most perfect 
man, the fullest man; and there-
fore it follows that any virtue that 
is truly human is truly Christian. 
True humanism does not deny 
God. On the contrary, a person 
who is a true humanist will recog-
nize his dependence on Someone 
other than himself. The humanism 
we should fear is one that denies 
the existence or reality of anyone 
above himself. 
Concerning the idea "that 
liturgy is slipping away from the 
very people- whose business it is" 
Is indeed, as Mr. Makowski puts 
it, "a topic for another paper." 
However, I would recommend as 
a guide for all laymen, a _copy of 
the Docwne11ts of Vatican II 
(available in the book store), 
wherein it states the necessity for 
lay involvem_ent in all areas -of 
religion, especially since n is the 
external worship of the people, 
not just the clergy, of God. It may 
seem to be slipping away, out of 
control; but, in reality, it is grow-
ing more in the direction intended 
by its Author, that of a free, loving 
response on the part of the created 
to the Creator, not the response of 
a people inhibited by the fear of 
"policemen ready to suppress any 
unauthorized innovation." 
I feel that all Christians must 
realize In this time of change there 
will be a constant tension for.us 
in our search for truth and growth 
in the Christian sense. No longer 
can we constantly look around for 
someone to hand us a pat solution 
to every conflict that arises. Every 
change involves a retention of a 
part of the old and a part of the 
new. We know we cannot simply 
throw out 2000 years of tradition, 
yet we cannot be content with it 
either because man is dynamic, 
a living, a growing being in time. 
This is the tension we face today 
as CP,ristlans. What is needed 
more than ever from us is a frank, 
open and honest attempt on the 
part of all God's people to seek 
the most meaningful and ad· 
vantageous way of giving due 
worship to God in a secular, his-
torical framework. 
Christ's message was one of 
unity, love, and hope, not one 
of disunity. Let us not lose our 
willingness to seek and reach out 
to our God when we are pUshed to 
the brink of despair by apparent 
contradictions which seem to 
. shake the very foundations of our 
faith., Rather, let us have the cour-
age to dare to seek the truth 
amidst insurmountable obstacles. 
Let it be the courage and hope 
of Abraham, rather than the fear 
and trembling of a people afraid 
to venture one step beyond the 
realm of 'the secure. WE are a 
pilgrim church, a church on the 
move, a people similar to Abra-
ham and his people, who, "when 
called to seek the land he was to 
receive as his inheritance, set out 
without knowing where he was go-
ing. " Let us not forget it. 
Allaire. Explains Exit 
By DENNIS A. REPENNING, News Managine Edito1 The Student Council is _to be 
congratulated for taking the initia-
tive once againlastSaturday, when 
it hosted a follow-up session to the 
Community Conference held last 
November. Mike O'Connell, 
former Student Body Vice-President 
and current President of the Class 
of '71, called the session to review 
the events -of this past year, par-
ticularly hoping to assess what in-
fluence the earlier Conference might 
have had. Healthy confrontation 
and communication had been in-
tended; whether they had been 
achieved stood as a moot point. 
to the entire University community. · you.• We elected them because they 
It was pahtfully obyious that un- have in\ights and energy that we "I'll miss Xavier. I've made 
certainty beclouds the Report, don't have. We elected them be- a lot of friends here and in Cincin-
which has not yet been cast in its cause this enthusiasm and these natl as a whole. But I need the 
final draft. thoughts of theirs make thembetter chance to follow up my major con-
• • • • • • • -. • • than we are in the area of student cerns in philosophy," began Mr. 
Several new members of the government; otherwise we would Allaire in explaining his decision 
serve. ·Let's not force them to be to leave Xavier and to edter a recently-elected student administra-
tion received their first taste of the representative of us - let's expect - Ph.D. program at Notre Dame. 
them to lead. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
diplomatic parlay and the parry 
and thrust of discussion with uni-
versity officials and faculty. It was. 
a gentle initiation, as initiations go, 
and if these men carry through 
their commitment to student gov-
ernment they will slog knee-deep 
in such university politics. 
• • • • • • • • • • • Divination was ~ifficult, though 
there was general agreement that 
the Community Conference had in- As the Conference drew on, an 
embarrassing fact surfaced. Stu-
deed contributed to the progress dent Council does not represent 
the university made this year. Sev- the average student. Of course, the 
eral university officials personally 
testified to its worth. But the back- "average student" label is hope-
atting didn't persist as people lessly impossible to deal wi.th. He 
P n 1 _ to oi~t out direc- is a faceless conglomerati~n· of began rm Y P . medians, stereotypes, and cliches. 
lions for greatectr.commAunitcatiion It's only a convenient label for the 
and concrete a ion. ens on · , h 
k d th h the roomattimes. current image, whatever it app~ns spar e roug to be. However, as I was explain-
• • • • • * • • • • · ing before this misnomer Inter-
Dr. Ashm~re, in what might · rupted with his bundle of statistics_ 
have been his parting shot for re- and button-down collars, Student 
form before departing Xavier, of- Council does not represent him. 
fered an ambitious plan for a wide- Student Council spins its thoughts, 
raning, tri-part University Senate weaves Its plans, and hangs its 
that "would be responsible to the own tapesteries. The material it 
Board of Trustees alone. Former uses feels much like the cotton and 
Student Body President Gene muslin of the average student, but 
Beaupre docketed a charge of non- there is a texture about it that 
involvement on the silent steps of marks it as a trifle more expensive 
Hinkle Hall. Professor Henry Wil- (whether the price is quite justified 
Iiams and Fr. Jerome Treacy cau- is beside the point just now)._ 
tioned a "mark-time" Seminar on • _• • • • • • •- • • 
Human Organization as necessary. 
preparation for any university 
government changes being con-
sidered. And both students and 
faculty alike sought information 
of the upcoming Brakely Report 
(the Five-Year Planning Study con-
ducted this year) and strongly 
urged that the l{e'p'ortbeilisli'ib~fed 
Make no mistake, though, this 
is _ not wrong. Student Council 
should lead, and it cannot lead if 
it thinks as we do. It should be 
respon~ive to our murmurings and 
ruminations, but it should never be 
ashamed of the accusation: "Most 
of the students don't agree with 
• • • • • • • • • • "Numerous students have stopped to express their good 
wishes to me in my continued 
studies, and the many that said 
they were sorry to see me leave 
is gratifying." 
these are the type of questions that 
philosophy must address itself to." 
Expressing his personal feel-
ings on the students he has taught 
in the past, Mr. Allaire found that 
"it's generally only been a small 
minority of students that really 
"But some of them were also 
carrying and perhaps spreading 
a few misconceptions. Because Dr. 
Ashmore is leaving for Marquette 
and I'm leaving for Notre Dame, 
many students seem to have gotten 
the notion that things are oppres-
sive in the Philosophy Department. 
They seem to think that 'Xavier 
can't keep anybody.' It 'is import-' were concerned with philosophy 
ant to note that I have always and displayed a deep knowledge 
been free in my teaching of philo-' of· it. This may imply a negative 
sophy at X!ivier. I have chosen conrlotation of the rest - in 
my · text and organized my many cases I found that the stu-
courses as I saw fit. No one is dents weren't widely read. This 
•watching me' in the classroom." may ultimately have stemmed 
"You can quote me as being 
'unquotable.' In other words, Pm 
no wise man passing judgment 
or anything. I'm merely blurting 
out some of my feelings and re-
actions about my two years. at 
Xavier - and it's before lu~ch, 
too." 
from the rigidity of the courses of 
the old core. The fact that students 
themselves did have some role in 
choosing the new philosophy core 
should somewhat eliminate the 
lethargy." 
"The outlook of the students is 
generally a conservative one," Mr. 
Allaire found, "But I always felt 
Mr. Allaire spoke of the prob- that the campus would have 
lems of philosophy in the univer- gained more from the type of con-
sity. The teaching of philosophy, frontations that are.widespread on 
he explained, isn't something that 
other campuses - and I don't can be taught in doctrinaire-style 
1 . .. , . mean necessarily those of vio ence 
as the natural sciences are. l h1- or injustice." 
losophy is obviously much more 1 . 
than that. students as well as my- "But Xavier need not 'shrivel 
self raise certain questions in the up." There arc a number of top-
study of philosophy. The ques- note~ students here :- int~lligent 
· tions are existential in scope, since and mvolved - and 1f Xavier can 
they are being asked by people continue to g~t il_1i~ type of studen~: 
who are very much alive . . we can be ophm1shc of the future. 
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By ,JOHN PRICE 
He holds the Xavier record for 
the most home runs in a season 
with six. One of his circuit smashes 
dented Victory Parkway last year. 
He also drove home eight of his 
teammates in a single contest 
against Hanover, also last year. 
If you guesse~ that this slugger 
was Joe Hawk, you only had the 
first name correcL 'lbe holder of 
the outstanding achievements 
noted above is Joe Geraci, a wel-
come addition to the X. U. 
baseball staff. 
This season finds the. former 
Muskie infield standout of recent 
seasons piloting a reserve squad 
composed of freshmen and sopho-
mores. 
"This is my main job as a 
coach," said Joe. "We're trying 
to give these guys some experi-
ence to ease _the transition to the 
varsity." 
"I also work with the varsity 
whenever 1 can. The infield is all 
sophomores and I try to instruct 
them in how to play situations as 
Coach Hawk would like them to." 
"I talk to some of the players 
about hitting, but I don't know 
that much about iL '.~ Sure Joe. 
Joe was a mainstay of three 
XU Hosts 
Re2atta 
The Third Annual Stephen A. 
Schultz Invitational Regatta will 
be hosted by Xavier this weekend, 
May 3 and 4th, at Lake Cowan. 
Participating schools besides 
Xavier include Ohio State, Toledo 
University, Ohio University, Ohio 
Wesleyan, University of Cin~ 
cinnati, and Notre Dame Univer-
sity. The weatherman predicts 
clear skies and calm waters. 'lbe 
public Is invited to attend. 
In their first regatta this year, 
the Xavier sailors placed fourth 
in the Indiana University Team 
Racing Regatta. At the Ohio State 
Spring Invitational, the Muskies 
placed tenth in a field of fifteen .. 
This regatta was held on April 12 
and 13th. The Bearcats of U.C. 
placed 14th in the same regatta. 
Denny Nixon led the Muskie mar-
iners in the "A" division with a 
.570 average while Charlie Dah-
lenburg led in the "B" division 
with a .580 average. Averages are 
based on the number of races skip-
pered, plus the finishing position 
in these races. In the Area B l~lim­
inations Regatta held this past Sat-
urday and Sunday at Hueston 
Woods, Xavier finished 7th. 
Xavier teams which produf.1J4 
some of the finest laleni and r i ~ 
ords in the school's history. 
Tim O'Co'nnell, Tom Brevinf, 
and Jim Hoff were three of h11 
teammates who went on lo sigb 
pro contracts, and were ii not for 
a damaging knee injury in his 
junior year, Joe would undoubt-
edly have joined that select trio. 
"I was told by the Beds that 
they might draft me, but I guess 
my knee ruined my chances," re-
called Joe'. 
Recovering from his ailment 
Joe thrilled X. U. fans in his senior 
year with his booming baL He 
labels his Parkway homer as his 
most memorable hit. 
"The situation probably made 
that my greatest memory," said 
Joe. "We were losing to Northern 
Illinois 1-0 in the eighth and I 
hit the homer with ·a man on to 
win the game." 
Trying to separate Joe from 
the diamond would be just as 
ridiculous as getting in the way 
of one of his line drives; 
As soon as the X. U. season 
ends Joe will join the Colilmbia 
National team of the Tri-State 
League. He is looking forward to 
teaming up with another former 
Muskie Tom Higgins. 
Joe is the first to admit that 
there is little future in the coaching 
ranks and ever since he was re-
cently deferred he has been seek-
ing permanent employment in the 
Cincinnati area. 
Golf 
Fri .. !\lay~ 
\Ion., May 5 
Tues., May 6 
Fri, May 9 
Tues., May 13 
Fri., May 16 







at Ohio U. 
IM NOTES 
, IM rosters are now being ac-
cepted for the following sports in 
spring Intramurals: Soccer ( 8 
man teams with 12 man rosters) 
Track and Weight lifting. 
Looks like. another big year for 
softball as a record .number of 
teams have registered. Schedules 
will be out early next week. 
Ralph Watson was the overall. 
champ in the Karate Champion-
ship, Gold belt went to Chris Ful-
ler with Keith -Turner in second 
place. Green belt champion was 
Halph Watson and Fred Flick 
was second. 
Tennis Sehedule 
1 · '\l Friday f'.fay 2 ... · · · · · · A .. OUISVl c . . . . . . . . . . . . ' f H 
~,Iarshall ............. Saturday, May 3 .. · · · · · · · 
:\lorehead ............ l\fonday. May 5 ...... · · · · H 
\\,.1 · t 11 'l'ucsdav. Mav 6 ........ · · A I 01111~ 0 •. · · • · • · · · • - • • 
- (TIME: \\'l·~J.:cl<ty~·-2:30 J'.1\t.; Saturday-1:30 P.M.) 
0.11111IH111-llt·OIOI 
~ "this one is 1reat!'.'......a ... ~ >· , 
"SMl'llJ is cQlinliq!" "Ylllrtr llllJhlfal'' I ~' 
1118'11; ~frPij,' 
SEATS AYAIWll/BDX DfFICE/All PUFOllWIClS (!) ~.i; 
CDIE CAROUSEL W;o '/ 
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f The Xavier Musketeers will 
meet the University of· Cin-
cinnati Bearcats next Wednes-
day. The game will be played 
at Crosley Field. '.fhe contest 
\vill start at 5:30. 
Ball St. 
Hips XU 
By JOHN PRICE 
The Xavier Musketeers saw 
their three-game winning streak 
come . to an abrupt end as they 
were decisively handled by Ball 
State University 10-1. 
· The offensive display put on by 
the Muncie nine was by far suffi-
cient support for a stellar pitching 
performance bY. Dick Hoffar. 
The Ball St. starter hurled hit-
less ball into the seventh inning 
when he was finally touched for a 
single by Bill Cunningham. 
Sophomore Chris Stenger ac-
counted for the Muskies' only tally 
with a home rutt in the eighth. 
Cunningham's second single in the 
ninth was the Muskies' third and 
final safety off Hoffar. 
The game was put out of reach 
early as Ball St. struck for four 
runs in the first and added five 
more in the fifth. 
Jerry Green was the victim of 
the outburst which was aided by 
four Xavier fielding miscues. 
John Petersen worked the final 
three frames for X. U, and pitched 
well. Ball St. completed. their scor-
ing in the eighth with a single run 
off John. 
The loss was Green's second in 
three decisions and dropped the 
Muskies' record to a dismal 3-7. 
o·Toole Dopes for 
Chanee With Sox 
By CHRIS NICOLINI 
De guess where he will be assigned to When Xavier sophumore nny 
is the White Sox Class A affiliate O'Toole pitches his first game for 
the -Chicago White Sox, ii won't. in Lynchburg, 'lirginia. 
have been inuch of a trip, at least This year Denny has been hav-
geographically•- Along Garfield ing a "good time"butalsohasbeen 
Blvd. and up the Dan Ryan Ex- running and pitc!,iingdaily." I want 
pressway, O"foole's windy city to be ahead of everyone physically 
home at 56th and Loomis is only when I get to camp," the young 
three miles away from White Sox - right-hander said. 
Park. In fact, Denny prepped at Denny came .. fo Xavier with the 
Chicago De La Salle, just ~cross help of' his bonus money and on 
the expressway from the White Sox the advice of his brother. His 
home at 35th and Shilds. brother Jim enjoyed several good 
Denny's journey to the "bigs" seasons with the Reds before being 
began in 1967. The White Sox traded to the White Sox. Onebre~k 
signed Denny to a contract shortly after another sidelined his brother, 
after his graduation from De La who still keeps active pitching in 
Salle. At De La Salle (incidentally the Buckeye League for Riverview 
the alma mater of Chicago Mayor Park. · 
Richard Daley), Denny starred in The News and all of XU hopes_ 
both baseball and basketball. Xa- Denny can avoid the arm injuries 
vier intramural participants ·will which plagued his brother. If so 
attest to the latter. it may not ·be too long before 
Last summer Denny posted a Denny is hurling for Arthur Allyn's 
7-4 mark for the Duluth entry in Southsiders. 
the Class B Northern League, earn-
ing him a seat on the league all~ 
star team. His performance so im-
pressed the Pale Hose front office 
that they placed him on their winter 
roster. 
After school's end in May, 
Denny is scheduled to report to 
Appleton, Wisconsin where he will 
await further assignment A good 
Fri., May 2 
Sat., May 3 (DH) 
Tues., May 6 
Wed., May.7 
Fri., May 9 
Sun., May 11 
Mon., May 12 
Tues., May 13 
Thurs., May 15 
Sat., May 17 
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Wild-eyed coeds can turn any peaceful demonstration into a 
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate® After 
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand slips, we include 
instructions on self-defense in every package. (If you're a paci-
fist, maybe you'd.better read the instructions twice.) 
Hai Karate-be careful how you use it. 
• ' • • ... • • • - • - • \ ~ .. • • ' ; • • 1 ' ' •• • • ;; • • • ' ~ •• 
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Grunts~ 6rawls and·· Groans Beserr)es Drop First 
Uy AL JACOBS, News Sports lteporter 
This being the last article in the 
Pre-Spring Game series, this re-
porter finds it only appropriate to 
1 
devote full space to the colorful 
· and cooperative coaching staff of 
Xavier University. 
Last week the combatants of 
Spring Ball told their tales, this 
week the supervisors dotheirthing. 
Here are the highlights of this 
writer's delightful inter\.iews with 
Coaches Etier, Dyer and Calhoun. 
coaches to form the Z squads and 
this involved changing a lot of 
personnel and the like. This year 
the number one offensive and the 
number one defense will go against 
the rest of the team. According to 
Etier: "We feel this will benefit 
everybody. 'fhe first squad will be 
working together in its entirety and 
team unity will have a chance to 
develop. Everyone· will play and 
we hope for a strong and com-
petitive fray." 
. As for next year Coach Etier 
had this to say: "We hope for a 
successful year a·nd you can be 
sure we'll work for one but when 
you come to the real nitty-gritty, 
the football players will have to 
make it for themselves." 
When asked how Spring Ball 
was shaping up from his viewpoint 
Coach Etier had thistosay:"We've 
gotten a lot accomplished but we've 
got a long way to go. Drills have 
been going on pretty well accord-
ing to plan. As far as the weather 
goes, it hasn't affected us as much 
as it may seem. We've only missed During the interview with Coach 
four days of practice and we Etier, this writer happened to glance 
quickly caught up on those.• across the hall into the offices of 
Commenting on his new staff the new Coaches Dyer and Cal-
houn. Because Etier spoke quite 
Coach Etier added, "We're a new highly of these two men and this 
group with new ideas, our thoughts 
are a little different than what's writer just couldn't pass the chance 
worth f!leeting. They both spoke of 
enthusiasm on the player's parts 
during Spring Ball and yet this 
writer has no doubts in that these 
two coaches are they themselves 
the most enthusiastic members of 
the football squad. Both coaches 
are looking forward to the Spring 
Game and can only see a wide 
open affair and plenty of action. 
Coach Calhoun had.nothing but 
praise for his defensive backfield 
noting especially the outstanding 
jobs turned in by Vic Nolting, 
Butch O' Hinz and Buddy Jackson. 
"They' re an· true competitors with 
a lot of pride and are steady and 
dependable performers. You can 
count on the defensive secondary 
to be rough next year! " 
Coach Dyer probably had the 
toughest task in establishing a de-
fensive front wall." The competition 
on the defensive line is great, all 
the players are really putting out. 
We've got a lot of work to do but 
we've made rapid strides forward 
and closed a Jot of gaps." 
By DENNIS ECKART 
Xavier's reserve team com- the bases loaded in both the eighth 
posed of freshmen and sopho- and ninth innings but did not 
mores_ dropped its first decision · score. 
last Saturday to the University of 
Cincinnati 8 to 1 In a game that 
Bill Claymo pitched excellent 
relief for Xavier as he faced only 
six batters in the eighth and ninth 
innings. 
saw XU outhit the winners 6-5. 
Losing pitcher Kevin Pater saw 
his victory go down the drain in 
the third inning when UC pushed 
across five unearned runs on two 
outfield errors. 
Xavier scored its only run when 
Tony Soriano, who had walked 
earlier in the inning, moved to 
second on another walk and over 
to third on a wild pitch and then 
scored on a sacrifice fly: 
'l'he Muskies threw away two 
other scoring chances· as they had 
The reserves next game is to-
morrow on our field as they again 
tangle with the University of Cin-
cinnati. 
Tennis 
By C. GORDON SMITH 
of getting some pure" new" ink on 
been here in the past. This Spring paper. The short jaunt across the 
is not only an adjustment period Undoubtedly Coach Dyer is one 
for the team but it is also an ad- corridor was indeed worthwhile as of the most interested and enthu-
the two new faces in the Xavier siastic coaches this writer has met 
justment period for the coaching defensive gridiron picture were 
but the players say he has fire in 
his eyes when he's on the field. 
Coach Dyer left this meaningful 
comment to be printed: "I've often 
heard about the pride and the 
spirit that Xavier is suppose to 
own and now after one Spring I 
can say it is definitely a realistic 
thing." 
Our strong and fearless team 
has a 5-2 winning record. And 
before the season is finished the 
team will have at least a 10-3 rec-
ord, making this year's team the 
finest in Xavier history. Unfortu-
nately, .the Dayton match was 
rained out. But in the Louisville 
match Xavier fought to defeat Lou-
isville 5-4. Our Ohio University 
match was rough, though, when 
we lost 9-0. Strong-arm man John 
Heil and fast serving Denny Egan, 
and the rest of our fine players 
murdered Center by a score of 9-0. Good luck Muskies! 
staff as well. New Ideas need time ----------------------------------------------------------, 
for implementation. We're getting 
some great ideas from new Coaches 
Dyer and Calhoun and we've got 
plenty' of carry over value from 
Coaches Cox and Sturgill. Mold-
ing all our ideas and innovations 
together takes time and Spring 
Drills have given us an opportun-
ity to begin such a task. I really 
feel that both boys ·and assistants 
have put in a fine_ Spring and have 
done an outstanding job! " 
When asked if the role as head 
coach Is any different than being · 
an assistant, Coach Etier replied 
with a laugh, "It sure is! It in: 
volves a lot more time, a lot more 
work and a lot more things to do 
overall. As a head coach I can see 
how dependent you are on your 
assistants for aid and ·you come 
to realize what good assistants are 
all about! " 
' The main goals ·Coach Etier 
and his staff strive to accomplish 
this Spring were primarily to estab-
lish a defensive line and to fill the 
big gap in the offensive guard slot 
vacated by AU-American John 
Shinners. "Replacing Shinners is 
no easy job," said Etier, "but. in 
switching Kenny Blackwell over 
from defensive end to guard we 
think we've found a fine replace- • 
ment." Also there is a weakness 
incurred at the split end position 
with the graduation of Dick Barn-
horst and the battle there is tight. 
As far as singling out individual 
performances, Coach Etier had 
much praise for his trio of quarter-
backs. "Even though Jerry Buck-
master has been out of physical 
contact all spring, I feel that he has 
learned a good dealinwatchingthe 
receivers drill and he has sharpen-
ed his throwing immensely." Dave 
Myers or as Etier calls him "the 
mechanical robot" is throwing hard 
and is looking good as is Dan 
Brady who has made considerable 
progress this Spring and who'll see 
plenty of action inthe Spring Game. 
Coach Eiler had praise for Rick 
Fisher who has done a fine job in 
patching up the hole left in the 
defensive backfield with the loss of 
starters Tom Klebach and Leroy 
De Shazor to graduation Other 
individuals drawing acclaim for 
·their ftne performances du r l ng 
, Spring Drills were freshman back 
Ivy Willlams and defensive tackle 
Dave Fuller. Eiler added, "We've 
a fine new prospect in transfer 
student from Vanderbilt, Jim Broff. 
He's done a sturdy job this Spring 
arid we;ll be counting on him next 
fail." 
GET AN EIGHT-PACK OR TWO 
Join the 
El\joyers 
• -;, .. . ::;.; . :.''. ... lhO 
w • • • r • 
Hudepohl 
IS THE PURE GRAIN BEER WITH 
ENJOYMENT BREWED RIGHT IN·. This year the format of the 
Spring Game will be· changed. In 
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. - .. · ·'~ Honors Convoeation: 
Awards and Reeipients 
AWARD WINNERS 
· Haskins and Sells Foundation Scholar. Rcmert G. McGraw History Medal 
Arthur J. MGivern James H. Ott 
Ervin A. Stadler Accounting Award 
Raymond C. Yeazell 
Financial Executive Institute 
Cincinnati Chapter, Award 
Dennis D. Meier 
Joseph A. Verkamp Award for 
Study of Greek 
John F. Makowski 
Ragland Latin Medal 
John F. Makowski 
Senior Business Administration Award lntercolle1iate Latin Prize 
Arthur J. McGivern John F. Makowski 
BiolOIY Key, in memory of Dr.J.T.Clear American Marketing Association, 
Louis E. Schroder Cincinnati Chapter, Award 
American Institute of Chemists Medal Thomas F. Pingaj 
David L. Cronin 
David J. Anneken 
Dorst Chemistry Key 
David A. Albertz 
The James D. Shouse Award 
The Mathematics Department 
Pi Epsilon Award 
Thomas J. Kloecker 
Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award 
Thomas F.flnke 
Jay c. Adrick Colonel Charles R. Williams Military 
. . Scholarship and Prize 
The C~a11 Manderson Memorial Eco- Joel J. Berberich 
nonucs · · 
Robert R. Bartels Archbishop Mc Nicholas 
The Will Street Journal Finl nu· · Philosophy Medal 
J~nJ.Mayer Garyl.Marotta 
Athenaeum Prize Keys Martin G. Dumler Philosophy Key 
MichaelJ. Henson. Porse W.Joseph C'ummins 
Sweeney English Award 
Robert A. Rennert 
Washington Oratorical Medal 
James H. Gruenwald 
· Joseph B. Verkamp Debate Medal 
Thorras K. Jacobs 
The German-American Citizens' 
League German Award 
John J. Wagner 
Heidelberg Club German Award 
John J. Piccitto 
The Edward C. Gasiewicz Gold Medal 
Award in Political Science 
Ronald J. Dewart 
Francis I. Hamel Prize in Psycholoay 
Edward G. Muntel 
Maadalena Stremi Link 
Psycholoay Award 
Steven T. Huprich 
Alpha Si1ma Nu Theolciay Key · 
Kenneth E. Tepe · 
David William Snyder Theoloay Medal 
James B. Gumley 
.Sodality Th•olOIY Key 
Patrick J . Doyle 
-Seth Warner Photo 
New Jesuit Residence as it now stands 0 
Doubts stil1 exist as to its value, 
but compietion is expected in Oc·tober. 
J. Richard Hague· Poetry Frederick A. Hauck Physii:s Research st. Anthony Messenaer Award 
Awards Steven A. Engelhardt Menn1ld Tivern Prize Key 
J. Rlchafd Hague Barry L. Weises William M. Zeitz The lntercolleaiate En1lish Prize, 
fifth Place, 1969 
Dutstandin1 Freshman Physics Award David J. Oster 
Patrick 0. Brunner 
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7100 hoiti... '"· 
NORTHERN KY. 
4211 Oiaie Hww. 
SUMMIR IOBS 
FOR STUDENTS 
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR SUMMER JOBS 
. WITH MAJOR NATIONAL CORPORATION . . 
STUDENTS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND OVER WANTED TO LEARN 
MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, AND. ADVERTISING 
TECHNIQUES DURING THE SUMMER: 
HIGH LEVEL EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
GIVEN TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS. 
. . 
SALARY S 115 PER WEEK FOR THE FIRST THREE WEEKS. 
S140 PER WEEK AND BONUSES STARTING FOURTH WEEK. 




Win up to Earn· at least $ 1,500 
S3,000.90 in for the summer. Many 
Scholarships. students make S3,oo·o 
and more. 
Work anywhere in the 
U.S. or Canada. 





Bermuda for an 
' entire week. 
·· BEST POSITIONS GOING FAST: CALL TODAY FOR APPOINTMENT! 
9:00 a.m. - ·2:00 p.m. 
Cincinnati, Ohio . 




Columbus, Ohio .. 
Cleveland, Ohio .. 
Youngstown, Ohio . 
, Toledo, Ohio .... 
l;yansville, Indiana .. 
. ,• 
. ~-. 
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Harsham Heads·Out 
By HERBIE SCHWARTZ, News Reporter 
Pete Harsham, year- long In case you don't recall, Pete 
associate editor for the Xa\Oier was the star reporter who gave you 
News, has withdrawn from the such favorites as "The Pass-Fail 
University. Awaiting word from System," and "The Pass-Fail Sys-
his local board, he assumes that tern Revisited," and "Son of Pass-
.his next two years will be spent Fail." 





The smiling face of Pete Harsham 
- as we remember him. 
CLIP THIS ADVERTISEMENT. 
It is good for a 10% 
DISCOUNT ON ALL 
PURCHASES. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK 
4364 READING ROAD 
FOR CARRY-OUT ORDERS 
CALL 242-4695 
CHARBROILED MEAT 
Will the short, slightly pudgy guy who came in last 
month with the psychadelic sunglasses and a six-foot 
blonde-who one of our salesmen subsequently 
married-please come back. 
We have the A-1 Bells you wanted to go with your 
six button blazer. 
' ~ I 
·A-1 Bells from • $10 .00 
6 & 8·Bi1tton Sport Coats · 
- from - $37.50 
6&8 Button Suits from - $59.95 
Gentry Den 
THE "IN" SHOP 
SWIFTON CENTER-3&1·3220 
Pete's greatest achievement was 
his coverage of the Community 
Conference - a job which included 
two days of note-taking as well as 
another half-day of putting the 
story together. Harsham also pro-
vided in-depth coverage of other 
aspects of the university, ranging 
from interviews with Gerry Hair 
to the 'free-flag phenomena pro-
vided by Student Council. Mike 
Henson, aging News editor, termed 
Harsham's performance at the con-
ference as the "greatest insta!lce of 
sheer endurance ever made by a 
News reporter." 
The energetic Harsham was a 
member of the Sgt. Henson's 
Lonely Layout Club - that excit-
ing layout endeavor every Wed-
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
First Call Summer .Jobs 
Now Hiring 
Fu II Time Positions For The Summer 
No Experience Necessary 
Higher Than Average Earnings To Start 
Must Be Attending School Nexf Year 
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT BEFORE 
THE END OF CLASSES. 
CALL MR. WARNER 421 -5323 
From 9 a.m. to 3:30 o.m. 
nesday night. --------------------~ 
" Many times throu'ghout the 
year, Pete and I would take the 
time to hash over the many News 
problems," offered Dennis Repen-
ning, occasional managing editor." 
SUMMER STUDENTS 
OXFORD APARTMENTS 
'Summer Rates. Now Renting For June, July, 
: August also Fall Semester. Fur.nished and 
Unfurnished. 
"He's a darn.good reporter, a 
real editor's dream," And it was 
true. 
"Perhaps I can offer my services 
as an overseas correspondent to 
the News - right from the battle 
zones," Harsham pointed out. But 
it was an alternative that the News 
staff wished it did not have to take. 
·Air Conditioned, Parking, Disposal, Washers 
and Dryers. 
See Jerry Greeley, Apartment 8 
1005 Dana Ave. or Phone 961-6884 
College Students' Special 
All Summer Membership in 
Vernon Manor Beach Club 
New 50,000 Gallon pool -
e OPENS MAY 25 'i=oR THREE MONTHS 
e SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. 
e ·LIFEGUARDS ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES 
e PRIVATE LOCKERS, DAILY TOWELS, SOAP ETC . 
.-- WASHER-DRYERS, LADIES' SUIT DRYERS . 
. e WORKOUT AND EXERCISE GYMNASIUM 
e SNACK BAR AND REFRESHMENTS AT POOLSIDE 
e MUSAK AND WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT 
e UP TO THREE GUESTS OF MEMBERS PER DAY 
REGULAR SSS THREE-MONTH MEMBERSHIP OFFERED TO 
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN CINCINNATI AREA. DISCOUNT OF 
S25 .... ONLY S65 FOR 90 DAYS. 
APPLICATION CARDS ON REQUEST. 
CALL TODAY TO SEE POOL AND BE.ACH CLUB:. Ph. 281-3300 
MR. SERGIO BARRERA, ~OOL MANAGER 
VERNON MANOR HOTEL, 
OAK AT BURNET, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219. 
FREE PARKING. 
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Black Stud en ts 
Getting Restless 
"We've talked to the adminis-
tration about problems, but we 
always end up in meetins that lead 
to a dead end. 
"Black students are getting rest-
less about such a run- around. 
We' re not talking about a take-
over, but we're losing faith in the 
university." 
These are the words of Ken 
Blackwell, president of the Afro-
American Society at Xavier Uni: 
versity. 
The group, gives the approxi-
mately 30 black students on cam-
pus a chance to get to know each 
other, compare ideas, and work 
as a unified body to achieve com-
mon goals. 
"We stand for unity, as the 
voice of the black student on cam-
pus, to satisfy our needs and to 
work in the black community. 
Xavier lies in the heart of the black 
community, and therefore owes 
something to that community," 
Ken believes. 
"Our goal last year was to set 
up black history courses, two of 
which are now on the books. 
"Now we're trying to expand 
that, to create a black studies pro-
gram of up to 1 B hours, making 
it a minor," he says. 
"Part of the goal is
1 
what we 
call the 'many's' and the 'a's.' For 
example, there are 'many' black 
cooks and janitors, but 'a' black 
Assistant Dean of Men," Ken point 
out. 
"We think white students should 
be exposed to intelligent black pro-
fessors, and realize that educated 
black men arc no longer rare or 
o••nn!"'tir'r\.-.1," h,~ ~~~~ 
Part of this year's program is 
unique: Recruiting black high 
school students to attend Xavier 
next year. 
Ralph Watson, another mem-
ber of the society, explains:" Most 
of us are from 10 or 11 high 
schools here in Cincinnati. 
"We went back, talked with our 
brothers now in the school we once 
attended, and brought them here 
for an information session to des-
cribe admissions, student aid, and 
so on," Ralph says. 
"We' re not trying to sell them , .. 
or force Xavier on them," Ken 
adds, "but rather expose them to 
the university, so they'd know 
about the work-study program and 
scholarships available." About 60 
students from 10 high schools at-
tended the talk. 
"We're also. working to bring 
the "Temptations" for a concert 
in the Xavier Fieldhouse, May 23. 
In this way we can build our treas-
ury and become less dependent on 
outsiders, so we can afford to bring 
in speakers to s1>eak to us and the 
university." 
Another black student, Ben Bur; 
ton, sums up the feelings of the 
group: 
"Right now. Xavier is too nega-
tive and apathetic in its approach. 
·,.Because of this approach, Xa-
vier, in an indirect way, is further-. 
ing the espousal of bigotry," he 
charges. " Black students are be-
comfng restless in their ex-
pectations. 
"The university should pledge 
its efforts in making the university 
relative and relevant to the black 
students' needs," Ben says. 
.If Desmond lived in Cincinnati, 
he would have created 
Molly's 20- carat golden ring 
with Wasserman. 
. You bet. 
Wasserman 
605. Race Street 
Jewelers for one generation. Yours. 
Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola .• 
It ·has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things z ~ 
go ~etter with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. - · 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati 
~~ ......... rflurlJ bleo' 
ii n· fujtlJ, joljod 
mdical, acteb ttlJfoctriouihJ 
ftlJ a merrlj cdf 
-Brooks Atkinson 
ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST 
.....-.. .. .._. 
--·Dllllaa. -..-u.o..a ---lOllll*--__ ., _____ __ 
Hear the Merry Original Broadway Cast 
Album, now ~n Capitol!-· $000 (4-.__,.~-.· · 
SALE ON Now· 
-BOOK STORE 
STUDENT UNION 
llCOlll 
